
First Step To Biosecurity

Maxilight Anti-Slip Rubber 
Biosecurity Boots
Maximum Slip Resistance

Maxilight Heavy Duty Rubber 
Biosecurity Boots

Superior Chemical Resistance

Maxilight Biosecurity Boots are designed 
with an EVA upper and a Nitrile outsole. 
These components combined together 
creates a superior boot when needing 

maximum slip resistance, chemical resistance
liquid proofing, thermal insulation, 

toe cap protection, and all-day comfort.

Flip for product details.



MAXILIGHT BENEFITS

+ EVA Design. EVA materials provides chemical resistance, dielectrics,
   thermal insulation, and a very comfortable cushioned foot bed.
+ Thermal insulation. Keeping feet warm in the cold and cool in the heat. 
   In most cases these boots eliminates the need for thermal socks.
+ Comfortable & durable. MAXILIGHT boots are extremely light-weight and 
   ergonomic which reduces fatigue for all-day comfort.
+ 100% liquid/waterproof proof.
+ Made with 80% recycled materials without compromising quality.
+ Memory foam insole for extra comfort.
+ ISO 9001 Certified.
+ 15" Height.

IDEAL APPLICATIONS

+ General Purpose
+ Oil and Chemical Industries
+ Industrial Coolers
+ Farming and Agriculture
+ Food Processing

EVA UPPER

+ Durable, flexible, and seamless upper ergonomic design for extra comfort.
+ Special EVA blend which insulates efficiently in warm and/or cold temperatures. 
   No need for thermal socks in most scenarios.
+ 100% liquid proof.

NITRILE RUBBER OUTSOLE

+ Specially formulated for maximum slip resistance. (Anti-Slip version)
+ Specially formulated for superior chemical resistance to fats, oils, 
   hydrocarbons, and certain acids & caustics. (Heavy Duty version)
+ Anatomical bridge.
+ Self-cleaning outsole channels.
+ Strong structure prevents heel level collapse.
+ Sole attached with the best bonding agents on the market.

TOE CAP (Optional)

+ Composite Safety Toe Cap ASTM F2413 M/I/C EH
+ Dielectric.
+ Meets ASTM / European Standards.
+ Specially designed to offer additional protection in case of accident.
+ Design is in patent process.

NON-CONDUCTIVE

WATERPROOF

THERMAL

LIGHT WEIGHT

SAFETY TOE CAP

AUTO CLEAN OUTSOLE

Sizes range from 6 to 13 US. White boots are available for special order.
Wholesale pricing is available.

712-357-0002
info@jbidistributors.com  
www.jbidistributors.com

422 E Reed Street
PO Box 57
Red Oak, Iowa 51566

A Disinfectant & PPE Company


